
BE A PILOT.
ONE EVENT HANGAR – SIX SIMULATORS – UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES

FLIGHT SIMULATION - THE EXCITING EVENT
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Happy Landings - we create adventures

Corporate events, incentives, private parties… who plans an event looks for a place that has more to offer than just an appealing location.
After all events – regardless of their size – are successful, if they create a special atmosphere, produce lasting excitement and thus remain unforgettable.

Welcome to Happy Landings
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The perfect illusion – the flightsimulator experience
Enthralling approaches will excite your guests from head to toe.

Precise reproductions of real cockpits provide a complete realistic impression 
from takeoff to landing.

Surrounded by an up to 210-degree projection, you will lift off from reality. 
An authentic graphic representation in high definition will deprive you of the 
feeling that you are sitting in a simulator. 

Explore the tiniest detail of the landscape around you and visit the great me-
gapolises and international airports – sweaty hands and a big smile guaranteed!
Seasoned executives leave the simulators with statements like:
„Incredible “, „Absolutely fantastic“, „Pure adrenaline“.
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The sequence 

The briefing
During a short briefing by our event manager (pilot) you will learn about the 
complex basics of aviation in an entertaining, fascinating and intelligible way. 
Especially themes like: “Why do planes fly? How does steering work? Why is 
an air hole not dangerous?” will be discussed thoroughly.

The flight
Accompanied by our instructors a maximum of 3 to 4 guests per hour can 
show their aeronautical talent in our detailed simulators. The duration will be 
determined by the number of participants and/or your desire.

„kerosene talk“
Our instructors will be there for your guests during the whole event for all 
questions regarding flying and aviation, also outside of our simulators. 
Events in our location have an unmatched and unforgettable dynamic through 
the entertaining change of flying, dining, communication and additional pro-
gramme. 

Lasting excitement
Your guests will experience all of that as a great dose of fun paired with a little 
thrill. 
This feeling is further increased by the awareness that one did not only have 
fun but also learned something exclusive and leave our location with a special 
knowledge that will let them see their next flight from a different perspective. 
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Event-hangar

Kept in an industrial lounge-design our 470 square meter location will welcome 
your guests with truly “flying atmosphere”. 
Coloring, furnishing, lighting and signs you know from airports all over the world 
will instantly make you feel real wanderlust.
The mix of traveler-lounge and technical hangar astound visitors and guests al-
ready during accreditation into the fascinating world of modern aviation. This 
does not only generate excitement and anticipation but also a “vibrating” feel-
good atmosphere.

Catering

No matter if finger food, flying buffet or served menu: after consultation with you 
we, together with our trusted caterer, will take care of the perfect setup in regards 
to cuisine and catering. Furthermore, our built-in lobby bar will serve a variety of 
your beverage requests.
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Our fleet

Within the event hangar there are 6 simulators ready for you to takeoff:
1 B737
1 A320
2 F-16 Fighting Falcon
1 Bell UH-1D Helicopter
1 Cessna C172 (possible additional program)

The additional program

Quattro copter contest
You want to add an action-packed challenge to your event?
We offer our Quattro copter flight parkour to anyone who likes competition: steer 
the Quattro copter with our tablet and lift it off the ground, around all obstacles 
in our hangar and back to the starting position.

Communication
A little more peaceful but not less exciting is our lecture offer: 
From inside views into cockpit communication and its influence on the sequence 
of events in accidents up to an outlook towards modern communication struc-
tures in the cockpit (“CRM – Crew Resource Management) anything is possible. 
Impressive insights into aviation and flight physics are supplied by experts and 
pilots during inspiring speeches.
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Communication is everything
 
CRM-speech as guideline for your communication structures
The so called CRM – “Crew Resource Management” – describes a successful, 
efficient and internationally binding communication structure between cockpit 
crew, cabin crew and air traffic control. Developed by NASA, CRM helps to im-
posingly prevent mistakes and human error (“human factors”) and enables the 
crew better and more successfully cope with critical situations. In particular co-
operation, situational awareness, leadership, decision making and the appropria-
te communication are key parts of CRM.
An experienced pilot will give you a better understanding of those interesting 
procedures during our CRM-speech which you can adapt to a number of business 
areas. In a supporting workshop your colleagues and employees are obliged to 
work out the surprising similarities and find application options within the own 
company structure. 
Do not hesitate to request further details.
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Full Service

Benefit from our comprehensive and individual consultation when it comes to 
planning and designing your event. Our event location is designed as “full ser-
vice” so you as organizer can sit back and relax. During the complete preliminary 
stage our event department is at your disposal with extensive consultation and 
customer oriented planning. We strongly care about your requests and concepts 
to organize a successful event with you.
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Your conference

In our big event hangar or the ideally equipped conference room with natural 
daylight you can hold conferences individually with or without the booking of our 
simulators with a maximum group size of 60 in a pleasant atmosphere. 
Combine business with an eventful flight in our simulators. We are happy to offer 
you special conference rates. 
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Check-List:

total area:   470 square meters (base area 225 sq meters)
capacity:  approx. 150 persons
seating:   50 + bar tables
additional rooms:  conference room 35 square meters
parking lot:   available
simulators:   Boeing B737
   Airbus A320
   2x F-16 Fighting Falcon
   Bell UH-1D Helicopter
   Cessna C172

Happy Landings
Flightsimulations GmbH 
Skyline Business Park
Heinrich-Lanz-Allee 10

60437 Frankfurt am Main
Germany

Tel: 0049 (0)69-380 787 6-20
Fax: 0049 (0)69-380 787 6-29
E-Mail: events@happy-landings.org

 
www.happy-landings.org

Experience fascinating......
- corporate events
- teambuilding events
- incentives
- workshops & conferences
- private parties
- bachelor parties

1. Preis



Flying is our passion
Events our profession


